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General Assembly

3 meetings/year

Board of Directors (5)

Secretariat (4 staff)

meetings and structure

Legal & Regulatory workshop

Technical workshop

Administrative workshop

Marketing workshop

Ad hoc IGF working group

R&D group?
Recent activities

IGF 2009 – Sharm El Sheikh
15-18 November 2009

‘Lost in non-ASCII translation’, workshop on the introduction of IDN domains at the Top Level

cCTLD booth at the IGF exposition space

Both initiatives in cooperation with the other regional ccTLD organisations
CENTR’s 10th Anniversary
2 December 2010

Seminar on the Domain Name System (DNS) and Internet Governance

High Level dinner with European Commissioner Viviane Reding, Member of the European Parliament Lambert van Nistelrooij and CENTR Chairman Andrzej Bartosiewicz as keynote speakers.
DNS Explained, the movie

Informative movie to explain the functioning of the Domain Name System (DNS).

More than 10,000 views on youtube since it launch in December 2009

https://www.centr.org/main/5418-CTR.html
Recent activities

THIS IS HOW THE DOMAIN NAMES SYSTEM WORKS:
Recent activities - Surveys

- DNSSEC
- Escrow
- Service Level Agreements
- Pricing
- ADR
- Abuse (whois data + domain names)
- EPP
- Governance models
CENTR Domain Wire 2009

Dedicated to CENTR’s 10th anniversary and the evolution of the DNS and the registry business

Other topics: Internet Governance, involvement of the ccTLD registry in the local internet community

www.centr.org/main/domainwire.html
Pay us a visit!

www.centr.org/main/domainwire.html
Thank you for your attention!
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